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Turn off notification sounds on iphone 7

Although this may not be a big deal because of other problems that are sweat-changing in iOS devices, there are times when you'll be distracted and find the need to make things right. Just like when iPhone plays the sound of notifications in silent mode. Apparently in this case, the iPhone system doesn't work as
intended and therefore it needs to be fixed. Highlighted in this context are some of the recommended workarounds and potential solutions for the same issue on the iPhone 7 Plus variant. Feel free to refer to this walkthrough if you are looking for more input. Read on to learn more. But before anything else, if you have
other concerns with your iPhone 7 Plus, be sure to fall by our troubleshooting page for us to have addressed some of the most commonly reported issues with this new iPhone. If you need further help or if you can't find what you're looking for in the page, fill out our iPhone issue questionnaire and press send. Don't worry,
it's a free consultation service so you don't have to worry about anything. Just give us more information about this problem and we will do our best to help you fix it. First solution: Reboot your iPhone (soft reset). What you're dealing with is certainly associated with software errors on iPhone. It can be caused by broken
updates, default applications, or settings that aren't configured properly. As the first solution recommended when dealing with software problems like this is a soft reset or the device is restarted. It helps to clean up internal memory and eliminate any minor distractions from the phone system, including those that cause the
audio system to act antiques. Here's how it's done:Press and hold the Power button until the Slide to Power off menu appears. Drag the sliding right to power from your device. After 30 seconds, press and hold the Power button again until the Apple logo appears. No data will be affected in the process, so backing up is
not necessary. Second solution: Turn off silent mode and switch on again. Your iPhone audio system seems glitching because it still plays a notification sound even if it's set to stay silent. Many people who have faced similar problems for the first time have found quick fixes by simply changing silent mode and then again
soon. If you want to try it out, then here's how:Flip the ring button at the top of your iPhone to turn on the silent mode (top) and then turn off (bottom) again. If the ring is set for silence or mute, the orange bar can be seen. Otherwise, it is set to ring mode and so you have to flip it again. Alternatively, you can press the
Volume controls on the left side of the device under the ringer suis. This is by far the easiest way to mute your iPhone. Another way to mute your iPhone is through sound settings. Here you can configure sound settings for various types of notifications for texts, calls, messages and emails you receive. Third solution: Take
care of the DND set (if pertained). If the Do Not Disturb (DND) feature is powered on your iPhone, you, that some notifications or warning sounds are tailored to some exceptions. There are certain DND options that can be turned on to allow warning sounds for significant phone calls. One is the Allow Call From Option.
With this option enabled, you can choose from who's call to allow. To check it out, go to Settings-&gt; Do Not Disturb-&gt; Allow Calls From. You set this feature, if necessary. Alternatively, you can only disable DND then mute your iPhone using the physical ring button. Fourth solution: Reset all settings on the iPhone 7
Plus.When reset all settings on your iPhone 7 Plus, all the settings and options you've adjusted will be tortured as the original option is restored. This will not affect any personal data and information stored in internal memory though. It is useful when dealing with issues like this that are charged by invalid settings and
optional configurations. And here's how it's done:Tap Settings.Tap General.Scroll to and tap Reset.Select Reset all settings from the given option. Enter your device's passcode, if necessary. Tap the option to verify all settings are reset. Reboot your iPhone to apply recent changes and then try to see if that fixes the
ProblemFifth solution: Reset your iPhone 7 Plus to factory defaults (parent reset). If no solution mentioned can fix this issue and your iPhone 7 Plus still plays the sound of notifications in silent mode, then you can use the full system reset. This could potentially solve the issue if some difficult bugs violate it. The master
reset deletes everything from your phone's internal memory including system errors and malware. However, this will result in data loss, thereof to back up first recommended. The easiest way to reset the master is through the Settings menu. Here's how: Tap Settings.Tap General.Scroll to and tap Reset.Select an option
to Delete all content and settings. Enter your device's passcode, if prompted. Tap to confirm the iPhone reset. Alternatively, you can reset and restore your iPhone 7 Plus via iTunes on your computer. Just connect your iPhone to your computer using a USB cable or Flash cable, open iTunes, then follow the onscreen
instructions to reset your iPhone or restore your iOS.Allow your iPhone to complete the swept content and then restart automatically. After restarting, you can set up your device as new. If the problem persists, then you should consider other options including the next recommendation. Other optionsUpdate iOS to the
latest version. new updates are available for your device and if any, update iOS. This can be key to fixing problems if system bugs need to be blamed. The latest iOS version launched by Apple since the last week of April of this year is the iOS version of 11.3.1. It contains new features and security upgrades to correct
existing bugs that cause different types of problems in different iOS devices. You can update your iPhone wirelessly (by air) or use iTunes on a computer. Restore DFU mode. DFU. the problems generated from the updates and continuing even after reseting the factory, then it is most likely due to a complex bug that
requires more advanced repairs. In this case, you can try doing DFU mode recovery on your iPhone 7 Plus via iTunes. DFU stands for Device Firmware Update, the deepest type of system restore performed on iPhone. In this mode, your iPhone can communicate with iTunes on a computer even without activating
bootloader or operating system. You can choose to restore your iPhone to a previous iOS backup or lower iOS, if necessary. A more detailed Walkthrough on how to put your iPhone 7 Plus in DFU mode can be found in our Tutorials section. Just go to our Troubleshooting Page, if necessary. Contact your Apple
carrier/Support. If your iPhone 7 Plus starts playing the sound of notifications in silent mode after implementing a new iOS update, then it must be a post-update issue you're dealing with. In this case, you may escalate this issue to your carrier or Apple Support for them to realize it, make further assessments, and if
necessary, develop new repair patches to address the problem in the next update transition. Getting in touch with usIf you need more help with the use of new Apple iPhone 8 functionality and smartphone features, feel free to visit our Tutorial Page. There you can find a list of what contents, step-by-step tutorials, as well
as answers to FAQs about the iPhone 8. If you have other concerns or are having some problems while using the phone, you can contact us via this form. Just make sure you tell us more details of the problem or device issues you may have and we'll be more than happy to help you out more. Posts you might want to
check: Skip Accessibility Resource Center to primary content In Settings, choose which apps can send notifications, change alert sounds, set up location-based alerts, allow government alerts, and more. Most notification settings can be customized for each application. You can turn app notifications on or off, play sound
play notifications, choose how and where you want app notifications to appear when your device is unlocked, and more. Go to Settings &gt; Notifications.To when you want most notification previews to appear, tap Show Preview, then choose an option—Always, When Unlocked, or Never. (You can override these
settings for individual apps.) Previews can include things like text (from Messages and Mail) and invitation details (from Calendar). Tap Back, tap an app under Notifications Styles, then Turn notifications on or off. If you turn on Correct Notifications, choose how and where you want notifications to appear for the app—for
example, on The Lock Screen or in Notification Center.You can also set notification settings, sounds and badges for many apps. Type Notification Groups, then choose how you want notifications to be collected:By App: All notifications from the application are collected together. Automatic: Notification rather than
applications are grouped according to the organizing criteria in the application, such as by topic or thread. Switch off: Turn off the group. To turn off notifications selectively for apps, go to Settings &gt; Notifications &gt; Siri Suggestions, then disable any apps. You can allow access to Lock Screen Notification Center.Go to
Settings &gt; Face ID &amp; Passcode (on iPhone with Face ID) or Touch ID &amp; Passcode (on other iPhone models). Enter your passcode. Turn on Notification Center (under Allow Access When Locked). You can also go to &gt; Do Not Disturb, then turn on Do Not Disturb.Some apps use your location to send
relevant alerts based on where you are. For example, you may get a reminder to call someone when you get to a specific place or when you leave your next location. If you don't want to see this type of warning, you can turn it off. Go to Settings &gt; Privacy &gt; Location.Turn on Location Services.Tap an app, then
choose whether you want to share your location while using the app. See the Apple Support article Privacy quarrying Services.In some countries or regions, you can turn on alerts in the Government Alerts list. For example, on iPhone in the United States, you can receive presidential signals, and you can turn on AMBER,
Public Safety, and Emergency Signals (including severe and Extreme Emergency Threat warnings) inside or outside (they by default). On iPhone in Japan, you can receive Emergency Earthquake Signals from the Japan Meteorological Agency.Go to Settings &gt; Notifications.Scroll to the Government Warning section,
then turn on the one you want. Government warnings vary by carrier model and iPhone, and may not work under all conditions. See the Apple Support article Emergency wear and government warning. Warning.
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